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ABSTRACT

The stabilization of tearing modes with rf waves is subject to a nonlinear effect, termed rf current condensation, that has the potential to
greatly enhance and localize current driven within magnetic islands. Here we extend previous investigations of this effect with a two fluid
model that captures the balance of diffusive and thermal equilibration processes within the island. We show that the effective power and
resulting strength of the condensation effect can be greatly enhanced by avoiding collisional heat loss to the ions. The relative impact of
collisions on the overall power balance within the island depends on the ratio of the characteristic diffusion timescale and the electron–ion
equilibration time, rather than the latter alone. Although relative heat loss to ions increases with island size, the heating efficiency does as
well. In particular, we show that the latter safely dominates for large deposition profiles, as is typically the case for lower hybrid current drive.
This supports the possibility of passive stabilization of neoclassical tearing modes without the precise aiming of the rf waves required for
electron cyclotron current drive stabilization.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0048506

I. INTRODUCTION

Perturbations to the nested flux surfaces in tokamaks can result
in magnetic islands, which greatly enhance radial transport and
degrade confinement. In the absence of external heating, the pressure
profile within the island tends to flatten. This locally suppresses the
bootstrap current, reinforcing the original magnetic disturbance and
driving the island unstable. These unstable islands, known as neoclas-
sical tearing modes (NTMs), are a major cause of disruptions1,2 and
set a principal performance limit in tokamaks.3,4

Stabilization via current drive by rf waves5 has long been recog-
nized as the leading solution and has been the subject of much theoret-
ical6–20 and experimental work.21–29 Only recently, however, has the
presence of the island and its effect on rf deposition been accounted
for.30–34

The thermal insulation provided by the closed magnetic topology
and reduced cross field transport within the island35–38 produces sig-
nificant temperature perturbations relative to the background plasma
in the presence of rf heating. Relative temperature increases as large as
20% have been reported.39 Furthermore, the waves typically used,
lower hybrid wave (LHW)40 and electron cyclotron wave (ECW),41

resonate with superthermal electron populations at the location of the
island and are thus highly temperature sensitive. The power that these
waves can deposit is proportional to the number of resonant electrons
(Pdep � nres), which is exponentially sensitive to temperature perturba-
tions [nres� expð�w2Þ� expð�w2

0Þexpðw2
0DTf iguree=Te0Þ], where

w :¼ vres=vth is the ratio of the resonant and thermal velocities. As
w2
0�4�20, in practice,42 even small increases in temperature can

drastically enhance the power absorption.
In combination, these properties create a positive feedback

between the island temperature and rf deposition, resulting in signifi-
cant nonlinear enhancement of current driven within the island. Since
the temperature within the island is also governed by diffusion, the
temperature will tend to be hottest in the center, thereby preferentially
enhancing the driven current where it is most stabilizing. This amplifi-
cation and focusing are termed the current condensation effect.30 The
identification of this nonlinear process naturally leads to the sugges-
tion that stabilization schemes should then be crafted to maximally
exploit it. To this end, accounting for energy coupling between elec-
trons and ions offers critical insights.

Previous investigations of the rf-condensation effect in magnetic
islands have been confined to single-fluid models.30–33 Here we show
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that these are limiting cases of a more general two fluid picture—rf
power injected into the electrons may be lost in varying proportions
through diffusive losses to the background plasma, or first through
collisions with the ions. This energy balance is set not only by the
strength of energy coupling between electrons and ions, but on the rel-
ative thermal diffusivities as well.

Typical experimental parameters span a broad range of coupling
strengths, and although the reduction of the electron thermal diffusiv-
ity within the island by an order of magnitude or more has been
widely reported, similar results for the ions38 are not as established. It
is therefore of great value to establish an understanding of rf condensa-
tion that covers the wide variety of regimes relevant in practice.

We show here that the degree of energy coupling is determined
not only by the electron–ion energy equilibration time seq, but by the
ratio of seq to the characteristic electron diffusion time sD:e �W2

i =ve,
which in turn depends on the island width Wi. The extent to which
heating and stabilization are impacted by coupling depends on the
ratio of diffusivities c :¼ ve=vi; the effective power is reduced by a fac-
tor (1þ c) in the strongly coupled limit, compared to the decoupled
limit.

We also show that although both parasitic energy loss to the ions
and effective power increase with the island width, the latter safely
dominates. This suggests the possibility of self-healing islands for toka-
maks with a significant fraction of the toroidal current sustained with
lower hybrid waves (LHWs). We estimate the self-stabilization to
occur at experimentally feasible rf power densities and island widths.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the two
fluid model for the island temperatures, establishes limiting behaviors,
and summarizes the essential features of the solutions. Section III char-
acterizes the impact of energy coupling on the current condensation
effect. Section IV discusses the possibility of self-healing islands under
lower hybrid current drive (LHCD). Section V summarizes the main
results and conclusions.

II. TWO FLUID MODEL OF ISLAND TEMPERATURES

The energy transport equations for electrons and ions can be
written as

3
2
@tnsTs �r � ðnsvs � rTsÞ ¼

3
2seq

nsðTr � TsÞ þ Ps; (1)

where subscript s denotes either electrons or ions; subscript r denotes
the other species; vs is the heat diffusivity tensor of species s; and

seq ¼ mi
me

3
8

ffiffiffiffime
2p

p ðkTeÞ3=2
ne4k is the electron ion equilibration time, where

k � 20 is the coulomb logarithm, ms is the mass of species s, and l is
the ion mass in units of proton masses. Ps contains whatever species
specific heat sources and sinks may be present, aside from the explic-
itly written electron–ion equilibration term.

Considering rf induced temperature perturbations to an other-
wise flat pressure profile within the island,43 then Pe ¼ Prf and Pi¼ 0.
Alternatively, even if the Ohmic and radiation terms do not balance,44

as long as they are negligible compared to the rf power, our selective
choice of source terms is justified. As the time scales on which the
island width or background plasma parameters evolve are typically
much slower than the timescales of interest31 (i.e., the characteristic
diffusion time of either species, sD;s :¼ 3W2

i =8v?;s, and the
electron–ion equilibration time, seq), we may consider “steady state”

solutions for which @t ! 0. On these timescales, the field lines will be
approximately isothermal, so Eq. (1) may be written as coupled 1D
diffusion equations for the perturbed temperatures us :¼ w2

0
~Ts=Ts;0.

Henceforth, we take the densities ns and separatrix temperatures Ts;0

to be equal and drop the s subscript. By multiplying Eq. (1) by
w2
0sD;e=nT0 and rescaling the perpendicular spatial coordinate to the

half island widthWi=2, one then obtains the following:

�r2
?ue ¼ cðui � ueÞ þ Prf ; (2)

�cr2
?ui ¼ cðue � uiÞ; (3)

with us¼ 0 at the island separatrix. Here, c :¼ sD;e=seq is the ratio of
the electron diffusion and electron–ion energy equilibration times, and
c :¼ v?;i=v?;e is the ratio of the electron and ion diffusivities (hence-
forth we drop the ? subscript on the diffusivities). The rf power term
has been scaled to Pscl :¼ nTe;0=w2

0sD;e. Further discussion of the
boundary conditions and approximations used in arriving at Eqs. (2)
and (3) can be found in Ref. 31, with the difference here being the
relaxed assumption of perfectly equilibrated ions and electrons.

The perpendicular laplacian r2
? can be approximated in island

geometry by adopting the conventional cylindrical model for the mag-
netic field, B ¼ rw� ẑ � ðkr=mÞBzĥ þ Bzẑ . w is expanded about
the resonant surface at r¼ rs: w ¼ w000x

2=2� � cos ðmn), where
x :¼ 2ðr � rsÞ=Wi; n :¼ h� n

m / is the helical phase, h (/) andm (n)
are the poloidal (toroidal) angle and mode number, respectively, and �
is a constant (the “constant-psi approximation”). After some algebra
and discarding a term small inWi=R, where R is the major radius,r2

?
can be written as follows:

r2
? :¼ 1

qKðqÞ
d
dq

EðqÞ � ð1� q2ÞKðqÞ
q

d
dq
; (4)

where q2 ¼ w=2�þ 1=2 is a flux surface label that is 0 at the O-point
and 1 at the separatrix. The island topology is more often defined
with the alternate coordinate X :¼ 8ðr � rsÞ2=W2

i � cos ðmnÞ
¼ 2q2 � 1.45,46

The current condensation effect enters through the nonlinear rf
heating term, Prf. As discussed earlier, the exponential increase in
superthermal resonant particles with small electron temperature leads
to the following form: Pdep / exp ðueÞ. In the case where the rf depo-
sition profile is wide compared to the island, the linear power deposi-
tion profile may be taken to be constant across the island region. This
is especially appropriate for modeling lower hybrid current drive
(LHCD).42,47 For such a power bath model, the rf power term takes
the form

Prf ¼ P0 exp ðueÞ: (5)

This model isolates the physics of RF-condensation, but neglects the
possibility of ray depletion, i.e., that the rf heating will always be lim-
ited by the local absorption capacity of the plasma rather than the
energy in the rf ray.

The two-fluid equations (2) and (3) capture the flow of energy
through the island system—in through rf heating of the electrons, and
out through diffusive losses from both the electrons and ions. The total
energy loss from the electron population is the sum of two competing
processes, direct diffusive losses to the environment, and collisional heat
exchange with the ions. The relative strength of each process is roughly
characterized by the dimensionless parameter c :¼ sD;e=seq �W2

i . Of
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course, heat loss to the ions is also regulated by how quickly the ions can
dump this heat to the environment—this is characterized by the parame-
ter c :¼ vi=ve.

A. Limiting cases

The two fluid model of the island temperature contains three
characteristic time scales: the electron diffusion time sD;e, the ion diffu-
sion time sD;i, and the electron–ion energy equilibration time seq. The
ratios of the first quantity to the latter two give the two dimensionless
coupling parameters: c ¼: v?;i=v?;e ¼ sD;e=sD;i, describing the rela-
tive diffusivities of the ions to the electrons and c :¼ sD;e=seq, describ-
ing the relative strength of collisional to diffusive processes for the
electrons. Familiarity with the limiting cases of these coupling parame-
ters will build a foundation for understanding further two-fluid results
and contextualize the single fluid models that have been used thus far.

1. Single fluid reduction in limiting collisionality regimes

If there is significant scale separation of the electron diffusion
time and equilibration time, the dynamics are essentially that of a sin-
gle fluid. In the c! 0 limit, only the electron dynamics are relevant,
and the collisional term, along with the ion equation, can be dropped
entirely.

The c!1 limit corresponds to the electrons and ions having
identical temperatures and behaving as a single fluid with an averaged
conductivity. This can be seen by writing Eq. (3) in a more illuminat-
ing form,

ui ¼ ue �
1
c
ðcD̂uiÞ; (6)

so as c!1, we can take ui � ue ¼ u.
Adding the ion and electron equations then gives

1þ c
2

D̂u ¼ Prf =2; (7)

so the uncoupled electron equation is recovered with a new diffusivity
that is the average of the electron and ion diffusivities, and a halved
source term. The exact form of Eq. (2) with c¼ 0 can be obtained by
substituting new scalings [tscl ! tscl2=ð1þ cÞ; Pscl ! Psclð1þ cÞ].
We see that in this limit, the system behaves as a single fluid with the
power effectively reduced by the factor 1=ð1þ cÞ. Technical excep-
tions to these limits will be discussed in Sec. IIA 2.

2. Influence of conductivity ratio c

The above single fluid cases can be further refined depending on
the relative ordering of the ion-diffusion time. The c! 0 limit will
generally correspond to completely cold ions, with the electron
dynamics unaffected; i.e., for the orderings (1) sD;e � sD;i � seq
(c) 0; c! 0) and (2) sD;i � sD;e � seq (c! 0; c!1). When
both parameters are going to the same limit, the double arrow denotes
the one that approaches that limit faster.

For the special case of (3) sD;e � seq � sD;i (c! 0; c) 0),
although c! 0, the ions will eventually also arrive at the same tem-
perature as the electrons. This heating occurs despite the collisional
heat source to the ions vanishing, as the rate at which they diffusively

dissipate any input heat is vanishing even faster. This is a particularly
pathological case, however, and only mentioned for completeness.

For c!1, the ions will generally be at the same temperature as
the electrons. This holds true for the orderings (4) seq � sD;e � sD;i
(c!1; c! 0) and (5) seq � sD;i � sD;e (c)1; c!1), but
case (6) sD;i � seq � sD;e (c!1; c)1) is subtly different. Case
(4) is the only one of the c!1 cases that can accomplish efficient
heating, since c! 0 the ions piggyback on the electron temperature
for free.

The steady state result of case (4) is identical to case (3) of the
c! 0 set, but in contrast, case (4) has the electrons and ions at the
same temperature on timescales short compared to the evolution of
the electrons, while case (3) would require times scales long compared
to the electron diffusive timescale for the ions to catch up.

Cases (5) and (6) both correspond to both species being ineffec-
tively heated, thanks to the scaling of power by the factor (1þ c). The
subtle difference between the two cases is that the relative temperature
difference in case (6) can be significant, as although the directly heated
electrons are immediately exchanging their heat with the ions, the ions
are dumping that heat even faster.

B. Steady state solutions

Prior to discussing the impact of two fluid features in particular,
here we will highlight the basic properties of rf current condensation,
common to all coupling regimes. As there is typically a large separa-
tion between the time scales of interest,31 i.e., diffusion or energy equil-
ibration, and the MHD timescales on which the island evolves, we can
discuss “steady state” solutions for which the island width can be
treated as a constant. Equations (2) and (3) then yield two solution
branches, joined at a bifurcation point, as shown in Fig. 1. The lower
(upper) branch is stable (unstable).

As discussed in more detail in Ref. 30, the power bath model
does not admit steady state solutions for rf powers past the bifurcation
point. At these higher powers, the island temperature will continue to
grow until encountering additional physics not included here, such as
ray depletion31 or stiffness.32 Note that power localization improves
with increasing island temperature, further enhancing the stabilization
efficiency. The bifurcation point therefore provides an estimate of the
rf power required to access dramatic nonlinear enhancement, for a
given set of plasma/island parameters. The sudden temperature

FIG. 1. Electron and ion temperatures vs scaled power P0, for c¼ 2.
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increase (relative to the MHD time scales on which the island typically
evolves) also serves to provide a distinctive experimental signature.

It must be noted, however, that the bifurcation point is by no
means a requirement for stabilization, as will be discussed further in
Sec. IV. Since the power deposition is exponentially enhanced by the
temperature perturbation, sufficient stabilization can occur at moder-
ate electron temperatures, especially with the higher efficiency (larger
w2
0) of LHWs. This could be beneficial for avoiding turbulent transport

enhancement at larger island temperatures.32 Nevertheless, the largest
impact from the rf condensation effect will be seen at higher powers,
(P0Oð1Þ). The condensation can occur in a single-pass regime in hot-
ter plasmas as would be found in ITER or other reactors. The single-
pass regime is also encountered when the lower hybrid wave is
launched from the high field side.48,49 However, the condensation
effect can also occur in a multi-pass regime, with the feature that what
might begin as multiple passes might end up as one pass once the hot
spot develops at the island center.

III. IMPACT OF ENERGY COUPLING ON STABILIZATION

As shown in our discussion of limiting cases, the effective power
is reduced by a factor of 1þ c when the electrons are fully equilibrated
with the ions, relative to when their energies are decoupled. At mini-
mum, c � 2 in the case of turbulent transport,50 and could be much
higher, as turbulence suppression and reduced electron diffusivities
have been widely reported in islands.35–37 In particular, if transport is
predominantly neoclassical, then c � 10. As the power is nonlinearly
related to the island temperature, this can amount to an even more sig-
nificant impact on stabilization. Figure 2 summarizes the effect of
energy coupling on the effective power, using the bifurcation threshold
as a marker.

It can be seen that the dimensionless power corresponding to the
bifurcation threshold scales roughly logarithmically with coupling
parameter c between the limiting regimes, c � 10�2 � 102. Although
Fig. 2 provides the most concise summary of the impact of energy
coupling on effective power, it must be emphasized that Pbif and c
are not the actual power and equilibration rate, but are scaled to
Pscl ¼ nTe0=w2

0sDe and s�1De , respectively. To get a sense of the typical
values for magnetic islands in present day devices, with n � 1013

�3�1013 cm�3;Te0�0:5�3keV;Wi�5�30cm; ve�0:1�1m2=s,
this gives Pscl�0:1�10KW=m3 and c�0:1�10. Lower effective
power, both through collisions with the ions and through the increase

in Pscl, can therefore be a concern for higher density plasmas.
Although higher Te0 and smaller Wi reduce the relative heat loss to
ions, the increase in Pscl will dominate, leading to lower effective
power.

The stabilization efficiency also depends on the current profile,
with current driven closer to the center being more stabilizing, while
current driven closer to the periphery can even be destabilizing.
Fortunately, the shape of the power deposition profile is notably insen-
sitive to the central heat sink provided by the ions. It will require a
larger effective power to achieve a certain ueð0Þ, but for that ueð0Þ the
rest of the temperature (and resulting power) profile will not be appre-
ciably different. Note that this would not be the case for narrow, off
center profiles which could result from imprecisely aimed electron
cyclotron current drive (ECCD). Energy coupling can significantly
impact the temperature profiles in such cases (Appendix B), exacerbat-
ing the risk of misalignment, on top of the reduced effective power. It
should therefore be appreciated that there is one less thing to worry
about for the broad current profiles considered here, as the reduced
effective power is decisively the dominant effect of energy coupling on
stabilization.

IV. SELF-HEALING UNDER LHCD

It has long been understood that localized current is essential for
stabilization.5 Only recently, however, has it been shown that such
localized deposition can be accomplished even with initially broad
profiles, via the nonlinear enhancement of deposition with electron
temperature. Traditional (linear) calculations do not capture this natu-
ral focusing. As a result, ECCD has received the vast majority of atten-
tion for NTM stabilization, while LHCD has been largely ruled out
due to its broader deposition profiles. This must be reconsidered in
light of the current condensation effect.

Although ECCD is valued for its ability to deposit power in a
steerable region smaller than the island width,51 the stabilization
enhancement of this sharp localization is contingent upon precise aim-
ing of the rf. This poses a significant challenge in practice as it requires
active control techniques.52,53 In stark contrast, rf condensation opens
the possibility of fully passive stabilization in steady state tokamaks
where a significant fraction of the toroidal current is driven with
LHWs.

Significant theoretical progress has been made on this front.
Simulations performed with the GENRAY ray tracing code coupled to
the CQL3D Fokker Planck solver demonstrated significant localization
of LHCD for typical electron temperature profiles within the island.54

A new code, OCCAMI, coupling GENRAY to a thermal diffusion
equation solver within the island to provide higher fidelity simulations
of the current condensation effect, is in development.34 This tool has
already been used to show the feasibility of accessing the bifurcation
point and related hysteresis phenomena in an ITER-like scenario with
realistic parameters.

The focused treatment of energy coupling presented here allows
us to further expand the presently single-fluid based understanding of
rf condensation. As will be shown shortly, energy coupling is a critical
feature to take into account, especially for the investigation of self-
healing under LHCD. We have shown in this case that the increase in
effective power with island width (P0 �W2

i ) dominates the increasing
energy losses to the ions (which scales at most logarithmically withFIG. 2. Scaled power to reach bifurcation point vs coupling parameter c.
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W2
i ). As a result, the stabilizing current naturally increases as the

island heats up and grows.
At some island width, this may be enough to entirely stabilize the

island. The width at which this occurs may be estimated as follows.
The modified Rutherford equation (MRE) gives the island width
growth rate as a function of different driving and stabilizing
mechanisms,45,46

dw
dt
/ D00ðwÞ � RiD

0
iðdjiÞ; (8)

where D00 is the classical stability index, and D0iðdjiÞ are corrections to
the classical tearing mode equation due to perturbations of the parallel
current at the resonant surface. These corrections have the form45

Di /
ð1
�1

dx
þ
dn cos ðnÞdjiðx; nÞ

¼
ð1
�1

dX
ðn̂

�n̂
dn

cos ðnÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Xþ cos ðnÞ

p djiðX; nÞ; (9)

where n̂ ¼ cos�1ð�XÞ; x :¼ r � rs is the radial displacement from
the resonant surface, X is the flux surface label, and n is the helical
phase, as defined in Sec. II.

The dominant driving term for NTMs will be due to the per-
turbed bootstrap current djbs,

55 while the stabilizing term of interest
for our purposes comes from the perturbed LH current djLH . Then we
estimate stabilization to occur when 0 � D0bs þ D0LH .

We take the perturbed bootstrap current to be constant over the
island, djbs ¼ �Jbs, where Jbs is the bootstrap current density at the res-
onant surface prior to the island formation,

D0bs / �Jbs
ð1
�1

dXFðXÞ; (10)

where FðXÞ :¼
Ð n̂
�n̂

dn cos ðnÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Xþcos ðnÞ
p serves as a flux surface weighting

function.
The perturbed rf current dLH is given by the nonlinear enhance-

ment to the LH current at the resonant surface, due to the heating of
the island. The current driven is roughly proportional to the power
deposition, neglecting the dependence of the current drive efficiency
on temperature, which is negligible compared to the exponential
enhancement factor,47

D0LH / JLH

ð1
�1

dXðexp ðueðXÞÞ � 1ÞFðXÞ; (11)

where JLH is the LH current at the resonant surface prior to the island
formation. As before, the flux surface label X is related to the coordi-
nate q in Eqs. (2) and (3) by q2 ¼ ðXþ 1Þ=2.

The stabilization condition can finally be written by balancing
the contributions of the LH and bootstrap currents,

1 ¼ R1

ð1
�1

dXðexp ðueðXÞÞ � 1ÞFðXÞ
ð1
�1

dXFðXÞ
; (12)

where R :¼ Jbs=JLH is the ratio of the bootstrap to LH currents prior to
island formation.56,57

As an example, Fig. 3 shows the island width at which the balance
between the LH and bootstrap driving terms is reached as a function
of ambient (pre-island) rf power density, with plasma parameters
anticipated for ITER Scenario 2 at the q¼ 2 surface, as studied in Ref.
54. Unsurprisingly, higher powers will allow islands to be stabilized at
smaller widths, by counteracting the decreased confinement within the
island. Of course, Fig. 3 can just as easily also be interpreted as the
amount of rf power required to reach the threshold for an island of a
certain size. It should be noted that the island sizes and rf power densi-
ties corresponding to the threshold are in an experimentally relevant
range.54 Furthermore, it is remarkable that the condensation effect, via
the diffusively governed temperature profiles, grants sufficient localiza-
tion to otherwise totally flat power profiles (i.e., rf deposition much
broader than the island), such that islands can be stabilized without
any external intervention (e.g., modulation, steering).

It can be seen that at lower powers, due to the large island widths
required to reach the threshold, there can be significant impact from
energy losses to ions. In this regime, there is also a strong dependence
on the ratio of diffusivities c. Due to the suppression of turbulent
transport within the island, it may well be the case that c is closer to its
neoclassical value. At higher powers, the stabilization width may be
reached at smaller island widths, and the effects of energy coupling are
negligible. As typical experimental parameters span both strong and
weak coupling regimes, a two fluid analysis is indispensable.

Note that the island width at stabilization will take the form
Wi � C=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Prf

p
in the high or low power limits, with the constant C

differing by a factor of
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ c
p

. Consequently, there will be diminish-
ing gains from additional power input, in terms of the island width at
stabilization. Physically, this is a result of smaller islands requiring
steeper edge gradients, and thus more power input, to support a given
central temperature that is needed for significant nonlinear
enhancement.

As can be seen in Fig. 4, the power required for stabilization at a
target width is only appreciably sensitive to the bootstrap-LH current
ratio for R� 1, with the power requirement barely increasing as the
bifurcation power is approached. This is simply due to the rapid
growth of the island temperature close to the bifurcation point, i.e.,
near the bifurcation point, small increases in power correspond to
large increases in temperature, and in turn, the stabilizing effect.

FIG. 3. Island width Wi at self-stabilization vs rf power density Prf, calculated for
R¼ 1. Dotted black line indicates c ! 0 limit. Calculated for w2

0 ¼ 10,
ve ¼ 0:1m2=s; n ¼ 1020 m�3; Te0 ¼ 4 keV.
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For R� 1:5, stabilization requires island temperatures past the
bifurcation point. If the island grows past the bifurcation point, the
island temperature and resulting power deposition will rapidly
increase until reaching a hotter solution branch. Such an additional
branch, as previously mentioned, is not captured by the power bath
model employed here, but has been explored in previous works.31–33 A
hysteresis effect may then be accessed—once on this upper branch
with higher temperatures, the rf stabilization will be greatly enhanced
via the current condensation effect, and the island may then be sup-
pressed to a smaller saturated width than would otherwise be possible
without reaching the bifurcation point. Therefore, we emphasize that
the requirement of island temperatures past bifurcation for R� 1:5 by
no means indicates that the self-healing would be impossible in this
regime, and it is simply not captured by the present model. The regime
past the bifurcation point may even benefit from further improved sta-
bilization due to the higher temperatures.

Therefore, a smaller bootstrap to LH ratio could be desirable in
the sense that the island will be stabilized at smaller widths than the
width at bifurcation. On the other hand, a larger bootstrap to LH ratio
would allow the hysteresis effect to be accessed. Especially considering
the insensitivity of the stabilization island width to higher powers, and
weak dependence of the requisite stabilization power to the bootstrap-
LH current ratio, an interesting optimization issue is raised.

If smaller saturated island widths are made possible by passing
the bifurcation point and jumping to the hotter branch of solutions, it
could potentially be more efficient to use a lower power such that the
island is able to grow to the threshold width and then experience
enhanced absorption, rather than a higher power that stabilizes the
island below the threshold but at a larger final size. While this clearly
depends on just how much better the upper branch performs (which
would depend on saturation mechanisms not examined in this work),
even more moving parts are introduced by the inter-dependencies
between P0, w2

0, and R. Altogether, this poses a fascinating problem
that calls for additional modeling and experimental investigations.

V. SUMMARY

The impact of energy coupling between electrons and ions on the
current condensation effect has been reported, using a two tempera-
ture diffusive model. In the limit of perfectly equilibrated electrons

and ions, the effective power is reduced by a factor of ð1þ cÞ, where
c :¼ vi=ve is the ratio of the ion to electron thermal diffusivities, rela-
tive to the case where the electron and ion temperatures are entirely
decoupled. The strength of energy coupling is characterized by the
dimensionless quantity c :¼ sD;e=seq, where sD;e ¼ 3W2

i =8ve and seq
are the characteristic electron diffusion time and electron–ion equili-
bration time, respectively. Although energy coupling to the ions
increases with the island width, it is found that the resulting reduction
in effective power is overwhelmed by the improved heat confinement
in larger islands. Thus, in the presence of broad LHCD profiles, stabili-
zation may be achieved passively as an island grows, with higher rf
powers triggering the condensation effect at smaller island widths. The
popular dismissal of LHWs for instability control must therefore be
reconsidered.
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APPENDIX A: IMPACT OF ENERGY COUPLING FOR
NARROW DEPOSITION

Here we examine the impact of energy coupling for the case of
narrow deposition profiles that are fully contained within the island,
as would be typical of ECCD. Since there is no additional power
absorbed as the island grows, it can be immediately anticipated that
the relative impact of increased energy coupling will be greater in
this case than for broad deposition profiles. A narrow deposition
profile also introduces the possibility of misalignment, which would
further offset the improved energy confinement provided by a
larger island. We explore the impact of these effects with Eqs. (2)
and (3), but in slab geometry D̂ ! @2x , where x ¼ 2ðr � rsÞ=Wi,
and with a highly simplified deposition profiles,

Prf ¼ P0dðxÞ: (A1)

The nonlinear factor of exp ðueÞ does not enter here, as the power is
already fully deposited and maximally localized. The source term
Eq. (B1) admits the following solutions:

ue ¼
P0

2ð1þ cÞ 1� jxj þ c
k
sinhðkð1� jxjÞ

coshðkÞ

� �
; (A2)

ui ¼
P0

2ð1þ cÞ 1� jxj � 1
k
sinhðkð1� jxjÞÞ

coshðkÞ

� �
; (A3)

where k :¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cð1þ c�1

p
, and P0 is the linear power density scaled to

Pscl ¼ nTe0Wi=2sDe. Note the additional factor of Wi=2 in the
power scaling compared to the broad deposition case.

It can be immediately seen that both single fluid limits c! 0
and c!1 reduce to ueð0Þ ! P0=2 and ue ! P0=2ð1þ cÞ, respec-
tively. It should be noted, however, that although Wi !1 does
correspond to c!1, the limiting solution in this case does not
simply have the effective power reduced by the 1þ c factor as in
the broad deposition case, but there is an additional offset as
P0 �Wi and the second term of the solutions �W�1

i . This can be
seen in Fig. 5, which shows how the central electron temperature
ueð0Þ scales with island width for ITER scenario II parameters.

FIG. 4. RF power density required for stabilization vs bootstrap-LH fraction R.
Dotted black line indicates bifurcation power for each island width. Calculated for
w2
0 ¼ 10; ve ¼ 0:1m2=s; n ¼ 1020 m�3; Te0 ¼ 4 keVa, c¼ 2.
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APPENDIX B: NARROW OFF CENTER DEPOSITION
IN INTERMEDIATE COUPLING REGIMES

Energy coupling has a uniquely detrimental effect for narrow,
off center power deposition in the intermediate coupling (two fluid)
regime. Steady state solutions of the single fluid equations satisfy an
equation of the form �u00 ¼ P, where P >¼ 0 throughout the
island. This, along with the symmetry enforced by x and –x corre-
sponding to the same flux surface, means that the maximum point
in the temperature profile u(x) will be at x¼ 0 (center of the island).
This central peaking constraint can be broken in intermediate colli-
sionality regimes, when the temperature difference cðui � ueÞ
exceeds the power deposited at the center.

Considering two ue profiles of equal area (so same total amount of
heating accomplished), the one with the central dip will have larger
edge gradients. Accordingly, this dipped profile will experience larger
diffusive losses and cost more input power to maintain. A centrally
dipped profile also means that the power deposition at the periphery
will be enhanced at the expense of the center. Thus we may anticipate
that intermediate collisionality regimes can perform poorly beyond
what may be anticipated from simply sharing power with the ions.

This can be simply demonstrated with the following toy
profiles:

Prf ¼ P0ðdðx � DÞ þ dðx þ dÞÞ=2; (B1)

where D 2 ½0; 1Þ represents the degree of misalignment. The sym-
metrized form is to account for the points at 6x belonging to the
same flux surface. Again, the nonlinear factor of exp ðueÞ does not
enter here, as the power is already fully deposited and maximally
localized. The source term Eq. (B1) admits the following solutions:

ue ¼
P0ð1� DÞ
2ð1þ cÞ

1þ x
1� D

þ ca
sinhðkð1þ xÞÞ
sinhðkð1� DÞÞ ; x < D;

1þ ca
coshðkxÞ
coshðkDÞ ; jxj < D;

1� x
1� D

þ ca
sinhðkð1� xÞÞ
sinhðkð1� DÞÞ ; x > D;

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

(B2)

ui ¼
P0ð1� DÞ
2ð1þ cÞ

1þ x
1� D

� a
sinhðkð1þ xÞÞ
sinhðkð1� DÞÞ ; x < D;

1� a
coshðkxÞ
coshðkDÞ ; jxj � D;

1� x
1� D

� a
sinhðkð1� xÞÞ
sinhðkð1� DÞÞ ; x > D;

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

(B3)

where k :¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cð1þc�1

p
;a :¼½kð1�DÞðtanhðkDÞþcothðkð1�DÞÞ	�1,

and P0 is the linear power density scaled to Pscl¼nTe0Wi=2sDe.
In the absence of coupling (k! 0), the misalignment simply

scales down the central electron temperature by a factor of 1� D.
Figure 6 shows the impact of coupling on the central island temper-
ature for various degrees of misalignment, after normalizing for the
impact of misalignment in the uncoupled limit by dividing out a
factor of 1� D. It can be seen that higher D exacerbates the power
reduction due to coupling for intermediate coupling strengths
(c � 1� 10), while eventually reducing its negative influence on the
linear factor of 1� D in the single fluid limits.

It should be emphasized that this hyper-simplified calculation
is intended to illustrate the potential for uniquely inefficient heating
for off center profiles in the intermediate coupling regime, but not
to quantify how large this effect may be. For a nonlinear calculation
incorporating a self-consistent treatment of ray damping and island
heating, this intermediate coupling effect may be expected to be
larger than what is seen here, as the deposition can be pulled further
into the periphery of the island as it heats up (see discussion of
shadowing in Ref. 31 or Ref. 33).
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